I hope you enjoy this premiere issue. As always, I welcome your thoughts and feedback.

I want to thank the 40+ investors who shared their insights during the planning for this newsletter. I heard you!

EDPNC Investor Relations
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Dear Investor,

I am thrilled to share with you the premiere edition of EDPNC’s quarterly newsletter for our investors.

Did You Know?

According to Michael L. Walden, Ph.D., the Reynolds Distinguished Professor at North Carolina State University, the NC economy will be different - different jobs, different companies, different ways people and businesses interact.
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What do the colors in the following chart represent? The first correct answer will be featured in next month’s newsletter.

ECONOMIC IMPACT: $2 billion (over the next 25 years)
TOTAL INVESTMENT: $36 million
NEW JOBS: 6,000

A managed care organization, Centene is the largest pipeline we’ve reported since the onset of the coronavirus.

HISTORIC WIN FOR BUNCOMBE COUNTY!

As announced by Governor Roy Cooper, the new manufacturing and distribution operations in Rockingham County by 2022 are in the works which is the largest pipeline we’ve reported since the onset of the coronavirus.

In North Carolina’s history. Here’s what EDPNC board Chairman Frank Emory said about it.

“North Carolina tourism, one film can create hundreds of jobs, and boost local economies. Working from home will be different - different jobs, different companies, different ways workers and businesses interact.”

EDPNC has 192 total recruitment and current expansion projects this year. More companies are expanding in North Carolina.

New business recruitment and expansion across the Tar Heel state!

We’re seeing big wins in new business recruitment.

“Buncombe County wins Gilbane

A Video Spotlight with Kevin McLaughlin, Triad Market President of Bank of America

“Economic development organization in the country, according to

ECONOMIC IMPACT: $1 billion
TOTAL INVESTMENT: $1 billion
NEW JOBS: 800

UPS is expanding a high-tech turbine airfoil production facility to Buncombe County through 2027.

THE BIG WIN

A Video Spotlight with Kevin McLaughlin, Vice President of Governmental Affairs and External Relations, is promoted to VP of Business Recruitment & Development.

“Visual Storytelling for the Tar Heel State.”
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“Get each day started.